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PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the  
 ARDMORE WILSHIRE 
 

REQUEST:  Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument 
 

APPLICANT: La Maison Ardmore Homeowner’s Association 
 c/o Alexander Hugh, CIC Group 
 694 S. Hobart Blvd. #201 
 Los Angeles, CA  90005 
 
OWNER: 722 Ardmore LLC 
 722 Oxford Ave. 
 Los Angeles, CA  90005-2996  
  

  
RECOMMENDATION  That the Cultural Heritage Commission: 
 

1. Not take the property under consideration as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los 
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10   
because the application and accompanying photo documentation does not suggest the 
submittal may warrant further investigation. 

 

2. Adopt the report findings. 
 

S. GAIL GOLDBERG, AICP 
Director of Planning 
 

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]    [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] 
     
Ken Bernstein, Manager  Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources  Office of Historic Resources 
 

Prepared by: 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] 
 ________________________ 
Edgar Garcia, Preservation Planner 
Office of Historic Resources 
 

Attachments: May 27, 2008 Historic-Cultural Monument Application 
 ZIMAS Report 

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

HEARING DATE: August 7, 2008 
TIME:  10:00 AM 
PLACE:  City Hall, Room 1010 
  200 N. Spring Street 
  Los Angeles, CA   
  90012 

CASE NO.: CHC-2008-3144-HCM 
 
Location: 722 S. Ardmore Ave. 
Council District: 10 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Wilshire Center-Koreatown 
Legal Description: Lot 175 of MB 8-113 Wilshire 
Harvard Heights 
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SUMMARY 

 
Completed in 1961 in the Harvard Heights area of Koreatown, the Ardmore Wilshire apartment 
complex exhibits character-defining features of the stucco box style, also referred to as “dingbat 
style.”  The apartment is a two-story, 38-unit, orthogonal-shaped building spanning 150 feet by 
100 feet with a central, interior courtyard. The subject building is wood-frame construction with a 
flat roof covered with rolled composition.  The central entryway is surrounded by a composition 
of native stones, predominately basalt, that are also used for an exterior planter that extends 
from the main entrance.  A rectangular bay with six vertical bands extends over the main 
entrance and serves as an overhang.  The exterior is sheathed in painted stucco and bisected 
with vertical steel and aluminum rails that have decorative circular openings.   Windows are 
square and rectangular aluminum crank casement windows arranged in horizontal bands.  Blue 
tile adorns four vertical bands of windows.  A carport supported by poles is located on the main 
facade of the building at the ground level of the complex with residential units built directly 
above the parking complex.  The subject building includes a two-level interior corridor 
surrounding an expansive 4500ft tropically-landscaped central interior patio with a kidney-
shaped swimming pool. The interior courtyard’s second-story corridor is accessed by two cross-
over floating staircases with blue Regency-style railings.  The exterior includes signage 
consisting of cursive letters reading “The Ardmore Wilshire” mounted on rectangular metal rail.    
 
The subject building was built by Bear Rosenberg Marton Builders which also developed 
dozens of similar apartment complexes and homes in the San Fernando Valley in the 1950s 
and ‘60s.  These include residences in the Osborne Ranchos and Reseda Estates 
developments, as well as the Palm Royal and the Embassy Fuller Apartment complexes.  
 
Alterations include the installation of iron security grills in several of the first floor units. The 
interior conditions were not included as part of the application. 
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or any other plant life therein) building, or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such a historic structures or 
sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation. State or community is 
reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important events 
in the main currents of national, State, or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The written nomination argues that the property meets the specified Historic-Cultural Monument 
criteria in two ways: 1) “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 
specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period style or method of construction, and 2) 
reflects “the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, state or community.” 
 
The apartment building exhibits character-defining features of the stucco-box style, also referred 
to as “dingbat style” by Reyner Banham in Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies. 
The Ardmore Wilshire shares in common with other dingbat buildings studied by Banham, 
“simple rectangular forms and flush smooth surfaces, skinny steel columns and boxed shapes,” 
whose facades became “competitively individual,” with pasted-on ornaments, a range of pastel 
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colors, kitsch signage, and dramatic “Malibu” spot-lighting.  The design elements of the Ardmore 
Wilshire link it to the larger collection of two-story “stucco box” apartment complexes that were 
inexpensively constructed in the City of Los Angeles from the late 1940s to the early 1960s. The 
term is used by architectural historians to refer to infill apartments constructed in pre-established 
neighborhoods during this time period that were built, according to John Chase in his 2000 
book, Glitter Stucco and Dumpster Diving, using the “most expedient construction methods,” 
(Chase, 18). Stucco box construction refers to two-to-three story, orthogonal wood-frame 
buildings with a stucco-covered exterior, and a carport located on the ground-level with the 
residential units located directly above, raised on slender metal poles or stilts. 
 
While the subject building demonstrates characteristics of the aforementioned stucco box style 
architecture, evaluation of this property type and architectural style is made more challenging by 
the lack of past historical research, surveys, or designations. Taking all of this into 
consideration, this building does not constitute a particularly outstanding or distinctive example 
of this style. While the building may be linked to the more general emergence of similar 
apartment complexes during the mid-1940s to early 1960s within the greater City of Los 
Angeles, the apartment does not meet the designation criteria since it does not sufficiently 
reflect the broad economic or social history of Los Angeles or the development of the immediate 
Harvard Heights area.  
 
The Ardmore Wilshire is a typical, post-1960s derivation of the stucco box style. While early 
1950s apartments were built on one 50-ft. lot with four to sixteen units, a decade later, “luxury” 
and “themed” complexes such as this were built across two-to-three adjoining lots. Parking was 
featured prominently in the design of this stucco box, as Chase observed, the automobile: 
“became, in effect, part of the building, on display in the carport … the second floor would often 
float on thin pipes above the void of the carport …” (Chase, 14-15). Parking requirements 
dictated the number of units the stucco box could accommodate. In 1958, one space was 
required for every three bedrooms, which was the greatest limiter on the size of stucco boxes 
since adding subterranean parking greatly added to the development costs, which resulted in 
later such apartments being built to three rather than two stories.  
 
In Glitter Stucco, Chase provides several examples of architect-designed stucco box 
apartments that provide more insight into the development of this style, and embody its most 
distinguishing characteristics. In comparison to these examples, the Ardmore Wilshire was built 
in a derivative style, nearly a decade after stucco boxes first emerged as a cohesive 
architectural form in Los Angeles.  While extensive research has not been undertaken to 
determine the early precedent-setting 1940s-era stucco box buildings in Los Angeles, in 
general, the subject building does not display innovative features or extraordinary stylistic 
elements of the stucco box typology. 
 
FINDINGS  
 
Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the staff of the Office of Historic 
Resources determines that although the application is complete, the property is not significant 
enough to warrant further investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument. 
 

 



 Historic-Cultural Monument 

Application

TYPE OR PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS 

Identification

1. name of proposed monument   ___  The Ardmore Wilshire   _____                       _

2. street address  ___   722 S. Ardmore Avenue                                                   _

city  ___Los Angeles ________zip code  ____90005   council district  _                  10                          _

assessor’s parcel no.                               5094-003-008                                        _

3. complete legal description:   tract _ Wilshire Harvard Heights, as per Map filed in Book 8, Page 113 

of Maps, in  the Office of the County Recorder of Los Angeles County.            _

     Block          N/A                  _Lot(s)     174, 175, 176 and 177 _   arb. no.                      N/A                            _

range of addresses on property      714 through 732 S. Ardmore Avenue         _

                      _

4. present owner      722 Ardmore LLC        ___

street address __ 722  Oxford Avenue                          _

city   Los Angeles state   CA zip code     90005-2996    phone_   (323) Unknown      _

owner is:     private  X          __public                                                _

5. present use _38 Unit Apartment Building     original use _     Same                     _

Description

6. architectural style  ___   Modernist Minimalist                      _

7. state present physical description of the site or structure (see optional description worksheet)

     (see description worksheet)         _         _ 

                    _    _          _     _

            _     _     _                 _    _

               _      _     

_                _       

_                             _

_               _

                              _ 

historic-cultural monument  

application 



Historic-Cultural Monument

Application

Name of Proposed Monument        The Ardmore Wilshire   

10. construction date: factual _            1960-61                _estimated                                     _

11. architect , designer, or engineer: _ Richard Campbell (Engineer)         _

12. contractor or other builder: _  Bear Rosenberg Marton Builders         _

13. dates of enclosed photographs _                June 1, 2008                            _

14. condition:   excellent       good  fair      deteriorated       no longer in existence 

15. alterations:   None known at this point-Some demolition is visible.          _

      _                                                                    _

16. threats to site  none known    private development  vandalism  public works project 

17. is the structure  on its original site   moved  unknown 

significance

18. briefly state historical and/or architectural importance; include dates, events, and persons associated 

with site (see optional significance worksheet)  The Ardmore Wilshire was originally built in 1960 as a       _ 

32-unit courtyard infill apartment complex,  The building is a part of the second period of development    _ 

 in the Harvard Heights section of Koreatown.  The building was one of the earliest to use a cantilevered_

 style parking arrangement at the front of the structure, as well as the rear, with the two levels of         _

 units being directly above.  It was build by the development firm of “Bear Rosenberg Marton Builders”,     _  

 which was also the developer of many of the Post World War II subdivisions in the San Fernando Valley  _

  The early 1960s marked a period of change for the Harvard Heights neighborhood, which had been built_ 

 In the first two decades of the 20
th

 Century as a middle class single-family community.  The two-story        _

 House that is directly South of the building is from the first period.  The Ardmore Wilshire was built as a _

 Luxury  apartment complex during the second period of growth, which the area transformed almost over-

night into an apartment oriented neighborhood.  The Ardmore Wilshire was notable for its elaborate       _ 

 Entry, which utilized the igneous stone, basalt, as a decorative element both above the actual entry and  _

  In planter beds flanking the outside of the entry as well as one inside the entry that is shaped like a ship._

19. sources (list books, documents, surveys, personal interviews with dates) Los Angeles City Building permits per        _ 

attached*,  LA County assessors records, recorded deeds,  US Census Records, Los Angeles Times articles.      _          

* only the original construction permits are here so far.              _

20. date form prepared  May 27, 2008_ preparer’s name    Charles J. Fisher         for        Ingrid Lee , President     _

 organization  La Maison Ardmore Homeowner’s Assn*. street address 694 S. Hobart Boulevard #201

               city Los Angeles state _CA   zip code   90005 phone  _(323) 427-7057 (LMAHA)  or (323) 256-3593  (C. Fisher)

  E-mail address: _____.cicg@sbcglobal.net     and    arroyoseco@hotmail.com          _

 *La Maison Homeowners Assn, c/o Alexander Hugh, CIC Group 

historic-cultural monument  

application



DESCRIPTION WORK SHEET

type or print in all capital block letters 

the _  The Ardmore Wilshire  _ is a  __  ___             3      story,
                                                                         name of proposed monument                                                                                                                                                         number of stories 

   Modernist Minimalist  _,   _ rectangular  plan   courtyard apartment building  _
                   architectural  style  (see liine 8 above)                                                          plan shape   (see chart)                                                                          structure use (residence, etc)   

with a        smooth stucco      _ finish and                  steel                      trim.
material (wood siding, wood shingles, brick, stucco, etc                                                                                                                                                  material (wood, metal, etc.)   

its    flat roof is    covered with rolled composition  .              glass and aluminum                 ,
                         roof shape (see chart))                                                                            material (clay tile, asphalt or wood shingles                                                                      WINDOW MATERIAL

    aluminum crank casement windows                             are part of the design. 
window type [double hung (slides up & down), casement (opens out), horizontal sliding, etc]                             

the entry features a A large square opening with basalt stonework and a ornate steel gate     . _
                                                                                                                          door location (recessed, centered, off-center, corner, etc.)

with a _ gated entry with no main entry  door. Additional character defining elements 
                                    entry door style (see chart) 

of the structure are  vertical banding along the front façade, consisting of thin steel bands that_

 are punctuated with five sideway holes each along the front façade, four wide bands of small blue  _
number and location of chimneys; shutters; secondary finish materials; parapets; metal trim; decorative tile or cast stone; arches;  

tiles and square scored stucco at the North and South ends of the façade.  The two upper stories     _
ornamental woodwork; symmetry or asymmetry; cornices; friezes; towers or turrets; bay windows; halftimbering; horizontality;  

supported by 14 square pillars and four perpendicular walls, along with the sides of the building to_ 
verticality; formality or informality; garden walls, etc. 

provide the front parking area which opens directly to the street.  The building is of a symmetrical     _
additional defining elements 

design.  The main entry is topped with a broken stone (mostly basalt) facing above the portal, with        _
additional defining elements 

stone garden beds on each side of the entry.  A square extended pediment with additional vertical banding is          _ 

additional defining elements

 located above the main entry.  Several steps rise to the entry with others behind the gate.  A ship shaped garden _

additional defining elements

 bed is located inside the entry portal with the stone bow facing the street.  The internal courtyard has the          _ 

additional defining elements 

swimming pool to the left of the entry and a garden area (neglected) to the right.  Regency style railings are on  _

additional defining elements

all staircases.  The name of the building is located to the left of the main entry on a steel mesh backing.         _

additional defining elements

secondary buildings consist of   There are no secondary buildings      _
     identify garage; garden shelter, etc.  

significant interior spaces include    No interior descriptions are available for the units.  _ _
                                            Identify ooriginal features  such as wood paneling; moldings and trim, special glass windows,  

.                    _
ornate ceilings; plaster moldings; light fixtures; painted decoration; ceramic tile; stair balustrades; built-in furniture, etc.

                    _ 
identify notable mature trees and shrubs 

historic-cultural monument application



c  i  t  y    o  f    l  o  s     a  n  g  e  l  e  s 

Significance Work Sheet 

type or hand print in all capital block letters 

Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of This Page 

Architectural Significance 

the _  The Ardmore Wilshire                 is an important example of 
                           name of proposed monument 

_   Modernist Minimalist      _____                  architecture
                           Architectural style (see line 8) 

and meets the cultural heritage ordinance because of the high quality of its design and the retention 

of its original form, detailing and integrity. 

Historical Significance 

The _ The Ardmore Wilshire  _ was built in _            1960-61_ _              _
Name of proposed monument        year built 

  Post War Modernism and apartment construction                    was important to the 
Name of first or other significant owner         

development of Los Angeles because  The building is emblematic of the type of construction that was to         _

transform much of the suburban inner city of Los Angeles during the mid 20
th

 Century, as the smaller scale           _

single family neighborhoods transformed into apartment housing.  This change was a result of a larger Post War

population and a desire for people to live closer to their work areas.  It also was more directly due to the         _

growth of the Wilshire Corridor.   As Wilshire Boulevard transformed into a major commercial hub for Los        _

Angeles, the need for housing became more acute.  The architectural designs of many of these buildings were       _

Minimal and in many cases virtually non-existent.  The Ardmore Wilshire, however, displays a level of design, that 

is both refined and subtle.  The use of the rough stone is another aspect that dates from the period of the Post_

War Modern movement.  The developer of the project was the firm of “Bear Rosenberg Marton Builders”.  The     _ 

Firm was established in the late 1940s as a successor to the construction business of Morris Bear and his son, _ 

 Bernard.  Jerry Marton, an accountant by trade, was Bear’s Brother-in-Law, married to the formers sister, Anita.

We don’t have a reliable identity of the other partner at this point, but a next-door neighbor of Marton’s during _ 

 The early 1940s, was a Harold Rosenberg (not the music critic) and it is possible that the proximity may have been

 What brought all three of the partners together.  The firm was responsible for a number of the homes built 1n _

The San Fernando Valley during the 1950s as well as other large apartment complexes.  The main difference is    _

That the partnership retained ownership of The Ardmore Wilshire until 1988.  Bernard Bear died in 1983 and         _ 

Marton passed away in 1989.                                   _

historic-cultural monument  

application
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City of Los Angeles
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07/03/2008
PARCEL PROFILE REPORT

The contents of this report are bound by the User Agreement as described in the Terms and Conditions of this website. For more details, please refer to the Terms & Conditions link located at http://zimas.lacity.org.

PROPERTY ADDRESSES
722 S ARDMORE AVE

ZIP CODES
90005

RECENT ACTIVITY
None

CASE NUMBERS
CPC-1986-834-GPC
ORD-165302-SA100G1

Address/Legal Information
PIN Number: 132B193   409
Area (Calculated): 6,750.0 (sq ft)
Thomas Brothers Grid: PAGE 633 - GRID J3
Assessor Parcel Number: 5094003008
Tract: WILSHIRE HARVARD HEIGHTS
Map Reference: M B 8-113
Block: None
Lot: 175
Arb (Lot Cut Reference): None
Map Sheet: 132B193

Jurisdictional Information
Community Plan Area: Wilshire
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: Wilshire Center - Koreatown
Council District: CD 10 - Herb J. Wesson, Jr.
Census Tract #: 2124.10
LADBS District Office: Los Angeles Metro

Planning and Zoning Information
Special Notes: None
Zoning: R4-2
Zoning Information (ZI): ZI-1940 Wilshire Center /

Koreatown Redevelopment
Project
ZI-2374 Los Angeles State
Enterprise Zone

General Plan Land Use: High Medium Residential
Plan Footnote - Site Req.: See Plan Footnotes
Additional Plan Footnotes: Wilshire
Specific Plan Area: None
Design Review Board: No
Historic Preservation Review: No
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone: None
Other Historic Designations: None
Other Historic Survey Information: None
Mills Act Contract: None
POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts: None
CDO - Community Design Overlay: None
Streetscape: No
Sign District: No
Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area: Adaptive Reuse Incentive Areas

Specific Plan
CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency: Wilshire Center / Koreatown

Redevelopment Project
Central City Parking: No
Downtown Parking: No
Building Line: 15
500 Ft School Zone: No
500 Ft Park Zone: No

Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel Number: 5094003008
Parcel Area (Approximate): 27,007.2 (sq ft)
Use Code: 0501 - 5 or more units (4 stories or

less with Pool)
Assessed Land Val.: $7,200,000
Assessed Improvement Val.: $100
Last Owner Change: 09/14/07



The contents of this report are bound by the User Agreement as described in the Terms and Conditions of this website. For more details, please refer to the Terms & Conditions link located at http://zimas.lacity.org.

Last Sale Amount: $7,200,072
Tax Rate Area: 6657
Deed Reference No.: 2121972-73
Building 1:
  1. Year Built: 1960
  1. Building Class: D6
  1. Number of Units: 37
  1. Number of Bedrooms: 40
  1. Number of Bathrooms: 38
  1. Building Square Footage: 25,288.0 (sq ft)
Building 2:
  2. Year Built: Not Available
  2. Building Class: Not Available
  2. Number of Units: 0
  2. Number of Bedrooms: 0
  2. Number of Bathrooms: 0
  2. Building Square Footage: 0.0 (sq ft)
Building 3:
  3. Year Built: Not Available
  3. Building Class: Not Available
  3. Number of Units: 0
  3. Number of Bedrooms: 0
  3. Number of Bathrooms: 0
  3. Building Square Footage: 0.0 (sq ft)
Building 4:
  4. Year Built: Not Available
  4. Building Class: Not Available
  4. Number of Units: 0
  4. Number of Bedrooms: 0
  4. Number of Bathrooms: 0
  4. Building Square Footage: None
Building 5:
  5. Year Built: Not Available
  5. Building Class: Not Available
  5. Number of Units: 0
  5. Number of Bedrooms: 0
  5. Number of Bathrooms: 0
  5. Building Square Footage: 0.0 (sq ft)

Additional Information
Airport Hazard: None
Coastal Zone: None
Farmland: Area not Mapped
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone: No
Fire District No. 1: No
Fire District No. 2: No
Flood Zone: None
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties: No
Methane Hazard Site: None
High Wind Velocity Areas: No
Hillside Grading: No
Oil Wells: None
Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone: No
Distance to Nearest Fault: 5.84531 (km)
Landslide: No
Liquefaction: No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District: Wilshire Center
Federal Empowerment Zone: None
Renewal Community: No
Revitalization Zone: Central City
State Enterprise Zone: Los Angeles State Enterprise

Zone
Targeted Neighborhood Initiative: None

Public Safety
Police Information:
  Bureau: West



The contents of this report are bound by the User Agreement as described in the Terms and Conditions of this website. For more details, please refer to the Terms & Conditions link located at http://zimas.lacity.org.

  Division / Station: Wilshire
  Report District: 739
Fire Information:
  District / Fire Station: 29
  Batallion: 11
  Division: 1
  Red Flag Restricted Parking: No



CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for Case Summaries is Retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) Database.

The contents of this report are bound by the User Agreement as described in the Terms and Conditions of this website. For more details, please refer to the Terms & Conditions link located at http://zimas.lacity.org.

Case Number: CPC-1986-834-GPC
Required Action(s): GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)
Project Description(s): GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY - WILSHIRE, WESTLAKE, SHERMAN OAKS,

STUDIO STUDIO, TOLUCA LAKE

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ORD-165302-SA100G1
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Osborne Unit Sales Active
Los Angeles Times (1886-Current File); Feb 26, 1950; ProQuest Historical Newspapers Los Angeles Times (1881 - 1986)
pg. E3
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Yalley Homes Built on Half-Acre Lots
Los Angeles Times (1886-Current File); Aug 19, 1951; ProQuest Historical Newspapers Los Angeles Times (1881 - 1986)
pg. E4
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Photo Standalone 32 -- No Title
Los Angeles Times (1886-Current File); Jan 16, 1966; ProQuest Historical Newspapers Los Angeles Times (1881 - 1986)
pg. I30











The Ardmore Wilshire Photographs 

The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, South end of building, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, North end of building, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire aerial view with lost palm trees, 722 S. Ardmore Ave, c 2005 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, front entry, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, front pediment, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, front planter, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, front entry gate, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, entry planter, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, entry gate, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, main entry, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, entry planter, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, entry view, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, South end of courtyard, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, swimming pool at North end of courtyard, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008  
(photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, stair railing, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, original AC unit, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, courtyard balcony, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, courtyard decorative detailing, 722 S. Ardmore Ave, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, main entry from courtyard, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 



The Ardmore Wilshire, original name signage, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 

The Ardmore Wilshire, 722 S. Ardmore Avenue, July 4, 2008 (photo by Charles J. Fisher) 




